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The big one, the blonde one, the brown one and the young one
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I know them from quite a long time now
Never had the distaste of missing them
They are there all the time
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Abstract
Cloud computing datacenters provide thousands to millions of virtual machines (VMs)
on-demand in highly dynamic environments, requiring quick placement of requested VMs
into available physical machines (PMs). Due to the randomness of customer requests,
the Virtual Machine Placement (VMP) should be formulated as an online optimization
problem.
The first part of this work proposes a formulation of a provider-oriented VMP pro-
blem for federated-cloud considering the optimization of the following objective func-
tions: (i) power consumption, (ii) economical revenue, (iii) quality of service and (iv)
resource utilization. In order to analyze alternatives to solve the formulated problem,
an experimental comparison of five different online deterministic heuristics against an
offline memetic algorithm with migration of VMs was performed, considering several
experimental workloads. Simulations indicate that First-Fit Decreasing algorithm (A4)
outperforms other evaluated heuristics on average. Experimental results proved that an
offline memetic algorithm improves the quality of the solutions with migrations of VMs
at the expense of placement reconfigurations.
The second part of this work presents a two-phase schema formulation of a VMP pro-
blem considering the optimization of three objective functions: (i) power consumption,
(ii) economical revenue, and (iii) resource utilization, in an IaaS environment with elas-
ticity and overbooking capabilities. The two-phase schema formulation describes that
the allocation of the VMs can be separated into two sub-problems, the incremental allo-
cation (iVMP) and the reconfiguration of a placement (VMPr). In order to portray the
dynamic nature of an IaaS environment a customizable workload trace generator was
developed to simulate uncertainty in the scenarios with elasticity and overbooking of
resources in VM requests. To analyze alternatives to solve the formulated problem, an
experimental comparison of three different objective function scalarization methods as
part of the iVMP and VMPr was performed considering several experimental workloads.
Simulations indicate that the Euclidean distance to origin outperforms other evaluated
scalarization methods on average. Experimental results proved that the Euclidean dis-
tance is preferable over the other scalarizatiom methods to improve the values of the
power consumption objective function.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A main concern of cloud datacenters design is to efficiently manage available resources in
order to improve performance and reduce energy consumption of a given computational
infrastructure. Most of the time, servers operate in a very low energy-efficiency region
(i.e. between 10% and 50% of resource utilization), even considering that workload peaks
rarely occur in practice [4]. Several methods were considered for addressing this issue,
being the virtualization of resources the most studied for cloud computing datacenters.
In cloud computing datacenters, resources are dynamically allocated and released in
order to serve requested demands. In this context, deciding the right allocation of virtual
machines (VMs) into physical machines (PMs) is known in the specialized literature as
Virtual Machine Placement (VMP).
Cloud computing datacenters deliver infrastructure (IaaS), platform (PaaS) and software
(SaaS) as services available to end users in a pay-as-you-go basis [22]. Particularly,
the Infrastructure as a Service model provides processing, storage, network and other
fundamental computing resources where a customer is able to deploy and run arbitrary
software, which can include operating systems and applications [8].
Resources in cloud computing datacenters are viewed by their users as unlimited and
always available assets that they can dispose of at will. Achieving this performance over
limited resources is a central focus of research in the field. The principal consideration
in this vein of research is to provide efficient solutions for the VMP problem in order
to take the most advantage of the available resources. Consequently, a main concern
of cloud computing datacenter design is to efficiently manage available resources in
1
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order to improve performance and reduce energy consumption of a given computational
infrastructure.
It is relevant to remember that the VMP problem is a NP-Hard combinatorial optimiza-
tion problem [27]. From an Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provider’s perspective, the
VMP problem must be formulated as an online problem (considering that requests from
customers are unknown a priori) and it should be solved with short time constraints
achieving solutions with acceptable performance.
The first part of this work focuses in online and offline formulations of a provider-oriented
VMP problem in federated-clouds [19] considering the management of an extensible set
of resources and the optimization of Objective Functions (OF). This formulation is pro-
posed as a Many-objective as Mono-objective (MAM) formulation. As a mechanism of
objective function values consolidation, a Weighted Sum Method is utilized. Considering
the proposed formulations, five of the most studied heuristics were compared against a
memetic algorithm (MA) solving an offline formulation of the problem, while considering
the optimization of four OF from the most studied objective functions groups according
to [19]. The main goal of the proposed experimental comparison is to analyze the online
nature of the VMP problem optimizing many different objectives, identifying advantages
and disadvantages of well-known online heuristics against offline alternatives such as the
memetic algorithm (MA) proposed in [14]. Consequently, providing relevant informa-
tion to design and implement resource-management systems, more specifically, resource
allocation algorithms for VMP problems.
From an IaaS provider perspective, the VMP is mostly formulated as an online problem
and must be solved with short time constraints [19]. Online decisions made along the op-
eration of a cloud computing infrastructure may negatively affect the quality of obtained
solutions when compared to offline decisions [21]. Unfortunately, offline formulations are
not appropriate for highly dynamic environments for real-world IaaS providers, where
cloud services are requested dynamically. To improve the quality of solutions obtained
by online algorithms, the VMP problem could be formulated as a two-phase optimization
problem, combining advantages of online and offline formulations [21]. In this context,
VMP problems could be decomposed in two different sub-problems: (i) incremental
VMP (iVMP) and (ii) VMP reconfiguration (VMPr) (see Figure 8.1).
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In order to model the highly dynamic environments considering IaaS provider’s per-
spective, a workload trace generator was developed. The cloud environment workload
trace generator (CWTG) takes into consideration IaaS providers environments that are
based on elasticity and overbooking of physical resources. This considerations allow the
generator to produce dynamic environments identified in a state-of-the-art taxonomy
detailed in [19].
To model the complexity and dynamism of real time IaaS environments, the VMP
formulation proposed as a MAM in the first part of this work is extended to support
the uncertainty of a complex IaaS environments. Taking this into consideration a big
part of the process of finding a possible placement of VMs is to calculate the benefits
of such placement in order to compare the results of the intended allocation with each
other. Scalarization methods must be used to consolidate the values of the different OF
into a single comparable value, so that the performance of the comparison of solutions
could improve.
Consequently, the second part of this work, based on the two-phase scheme formulation
of a provider-oriented VMP for federated-cloud deployments, proposes an experimental
evaluation under uncertainty of the three scalarization methods developed as part of
the solution selection process of the iVMP phase in conjunction with a MA as part of
the VMPr phase, simultaneously optimizing the following objective functions: (1) power
consumption, (2) economical revenue, (3) resource utilization and (4) placement recon-
figuration time, while considering elasticity and overbooking, using generated dynamic
cloud workload traces.
1.1 Thesis Objectives
To deal with the research challenges associated to provider-oriented VMP problems
above mentioned, the following objectives have been delineated:
Part I.
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• Objective 1: Propose a formulation of a provider-oriented VMP problem for
federated-cloud deployments, considering the optimization of the following ob-
jective functions: (1) power consumption, (2) economical revenue, (3) quality of
service and (4) resource utilization.
• Objective 2: Perform an experimental comparison of five different online deter-
ministic heuristics against an offline Memetic Algorithm (MA) with migration of
VMs for the resolution of the proposed formulation.
Part II.
• Objective 3: Develop a workload trace generator for VMP problems, capable of
generating dynamic environments identified in the state-of-the-art, including IaaS
environments that takes into account both service elasticity and overbooking of
physical resources.
• Objective 4: Implement in a state-of-the-art two-phase optimization scheme for
VMP problems, the following objective function scalarization methods: Weighted
Sum (WS), Euclidean Distance to origin (ED) and Chebyshev Distance to origin
(CD).
• Objective 5: Perform an experimental evaluation under uncertainty of the ob-
jective function scalarization methods implemented as part of Objective 4.
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1.2 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this work is organized as follows:
Part 1 is structured in the following way: Chapter 3 summarizes the proposed provider-
oriented VMP problem formulation with many objectives. Chapter 4 describes the
presented algorithms to solve the formulated problem, while Chapter 5 presents ex-
perimental workloads, obtained results and main findings of the comparison. Finally,
conclusions and future work of the first part are left to Chapter 6.
Part 2 is structured as follows: Chapter 8 summarizes the two-phase optimization scheme
provider-oriented VMP problem formulation with many objectives, while considering
services of elasticity and overbooking. Chapter 9 details the proposal of an extend-
able workload trace generator and the uncertainty parameters it supports. Chapter 11
presents the evaluated scalarization methods, experimental environment, obtained re-
sults and main findings of the comparison. Finally, conclusions and future work of the
second part are left to Chapter 12.
Part I
An Experimental Comparison of
Algorithms for Virtual Machine
Placement Considering Many
Objectives
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Chapter 2
Part I - Related Work and
Motivation
Multiple articles in the provider-oriented VMP literature have studied the problem in
both offline and online environments. The following chapter mentions the relevant con-
tributions of the studied research work in the area as well as detailing the motivation of
the presented work.
2.1 VMP considering Many Objectives
Lo´pez-Pires and Bara´n recently proposed in [14] and [20] an offline formulations of VMP
problems considering many objectives, proposing novel memetic algorithms for solving
the formulated problems. Considering the on-demand model of cloud computing with
dynamic resource provisioning and dynamic workloads of cloud applications [22], the
resolution of the VMP problem should be performed as fast as possible. Consequently,
applying only offline formulations of the VMP problem with meta-heuristics as solu-
tion technique, may not be appropriate for these dynamic environments. Therefore,
as previously mentioned, solution techniques with low computational complexity (e.g.
heuristics) are studied intensively for solving online formulations of VMP problems [19].
In this context, Fang et al. presented in [11] a validation of a proposed power-aware
algorithm against well-known heuristics such as: BF, FF and WF. Additionally, Jin et
al. studied FFD and Dominant Resource First (DRF) algorithms [15], while Anand et
8
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al. evaluated in [3] a proposed Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation and a
FFD algorithm to attend common limitations of ILP algorithms for large instances of
NP-Hard optimization problems. On the contrary, this work does not compare novel
algorithms against well-known heuristics as presented in the above mentioned work.
Experimental results presented by Ihara et al. in [14] recommend the combination
of many objective functions into a single objective for IaaS environments, given the
requirement of obtaining solutions in a short period of time.
According to Lo´pez-Pires and Bara´n in [19], the most studied heuristics in the VMP
literature are: Best-Fit (BF), Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD), First-Fit (FF), First-Fit De-
creasing (FFD) and Worst-Fit (WF) and over 60 different objectives have been proposed
for VMP problems. The number of considered objective functions may rapidly increase
once a complete understanding of the VMP problem is accomplished for practical pro-
blems, where many different parameters should be ideally taken into account. Conse-
quently, a formulation of a VMP problem is presented, considering the optimization of
the following four objective functions: (1) power consumption, (2) economical revenue,
(3) resource utilization and (4) placement reconfiguration time.
For IaaS customers, cloud computing resources often appear to be unlimited and can be
provisioned in any quantity at any required time [22]. Consequently, this work considers
a basic federated-cloud deployment architecture for the VMP problem, and follows the
randomness behavior of customer requests by the use of a scenario-based uncertainty
approach for modeling several uncertain parameters [23].
2.2 Motivation
Since current cloud computing markets represents dynamic environments where different
parameters could change through cloud applications life-cycle, from an Infrastructure
as a Service (IaaS) provider’s perspective, the VMP problem must be formulated as an
online problem (considering that requests from customers are unknown a priori) and it
should be solved with short time constraints.
An online problem formulation is considered when an algorithm makes decisions on-the-
fly without knowledge of upcoming events (e.g. online heuristics for VMP problems) [5].
Part I. An Experimental Comparison of Algorithms for Virtual Machine Placement
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On the other hand, if an algorithm has a complete knowledge of the future events of a
problem instance, the formulation is considered as offline (e.g. MAs for VMP problems
used in [14] and [20]).
Although online decisions can be quickly achieved they can also negatively affect the
quality of the solutions in VMP problems when comparing to offline decisions. Unfor-
tunately, offline approaches cannot be used in dynamic environments of VMP problems
since VM requests information are not known beforehand.
To help IaaS providers in the design and implementation of resource allocation al-
gorithms considering many objective functions, the following research question must
be answered: Which heuristics are most suitable for solving online VMP problems in
federated-clouds considering many objectives?
A provider-oriented VMP problem formulation is proposed for the optimization of four
objective functions: (1) power consumption, (2) economical revenue, (3) quality of ser-
vice and (4) resource utilization (see Chapter 3), in order to compare the considered
algorithms (see Chapter 4). To combine the above mentioned objectives, a weighted
sum method is considered. Experiments were performed to define appropriate weights
for each objective function (see Chapter 5).
Chapter 3
Provider-oriented VMP Problem
Formulation
This chapter proposes a formulation of a provider-oriented VMP problem considering
the optimization of the following objective functions: (1) power consumption, (2) eco-
nomical revenue, (3) quality of service and (4) resource utilization. According to the
taxonomy presented in [19], this work focuses on a provider-oriented VMP for federated-
cloud deployments, excluding elasticity and overbooking of resources, considering two
formulation types: (1) online and (2) offline.
The formulation of the proposed provider-oriented VMP problem is based on [14] and
could be enunciated as:
Given a cloud infrastructure composed by a set of PMs (H), a dynamic scenario com-
posed by a set of VMs requested at each discrete time t (V (t)) and the current placement
of VMs into PMs (P (t)), it is incrementally sought a placement of V (t) into H for the
next time instant (P (t + 1)), satisfying the constraints and optimizing the considered
objectives.
In online algorithms for solving the proposed VMP problem, placement decisions are
performed at each discrete time t, without knowledge of upcoming VM requests (Figure
3.1). On the other hand, an offline algorithm has knowledge of the complete set of VM
requests in order to decide the placement of these VMs into available PMs. Consequently,
the current placement is not necessary optimal for offline algorithms.
11
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3.1 Input Data
The proposed formulation of the VMP problem models a cloud computing datacenter,
composed by PMs and VMs, receiving the following information as input data:
• a set of n available PMs and their specifications (see (3.1));
• a set of m(t) VMs at each discrete time t and their specifications (see (3.2));
• the current placement at each discrete time t (see (3.3)).
The set of PMs is represented as a matrix H ∈ Rn×4, as presented in (Equation 3.1).
Each PM Hi is represented by its physical resources. This work considers 3 different
physical resources (Pr1-Pr3): CPU [ECU], RAM memory [GB] and network capacity
[Mbps]. It is important to mention that the proposed notation is general enough to
include more characteristics associated to physical resources. Finally, the maximum
power consumption [W] is also considered, i.e.
H =

Pr1,1 Pr2,1 Pr3,1 pmax1
. . . . . . . . . . . .
P r1,n Pr2,n Pr3,n pmaxn
 (3.1)
where:
i: PM identifier (1 ≤ i ≤ n);
Pr1,i: Processing resources of Hi in [ECU];
Pr2,i: Memory resources of Hi in [GB];
Pr3,i: Network capacity resources of Hi in [Mbps];
pmaxi : Maximum power consumption of Hi in [W];
n: Number of PMs.
The set of VMs requested by customers at each discrete time t is represented as a
matrix V (t) ∈ Rm×5, as presented in (Equation 3.2). In this work, each VM Vj requires
3 different virtual resources (V r1-V r3): CPU [ECU], RAM memory [GB] and network
capacity [Mbps]. It is important to mention that the notation could represent any other
set of virtual resources such as: Block Storage or even Graphics Processing Unit (GPU).
Part I. An Experimental Comparison of Algorithms for Virtual Machine Placement
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An economical revenue Rj [USD] is associated to each VM Vj as well as a priority level
represented as a Service Level Agreement (SLA). The VMs try to lease the requested
virtual resources for a fixed period of discrete time.
V (t) =

V r1,1 V r2,1 V r3,1 SLA1 R1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V r1,m(t) V r2,m(t) V r3,m(t) SLAm(t) Rm(t)
 (3.2)
where:
j: VM identifier (1 ≤ j ≤ m(t));
V r1,j : Processing requirements of Vj in [ECU];
V r2,j : Memory requirements of Vj in [GB];
V r3,j : Network requirements of Vj in [Mbps];
Rj : Economical revenue for attending Vj in [USD];
SLAj : SLA of Vj , where SLAj ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}, being s the highest priority level;
m(t): Number of VMs at each discrete time t, then m(t) ∈ {1, . . . ,mmax};
mmax: Maximum number of acceptable VMs.
Once a VM Vj is powered-off by the customer, its virtual resources are released, so
the provider can reuse them. For simplicity, in what follows the index j is not reused;
therefore, for this work Vj is not a function of time.
The current placement of VMs into PMs (P (t)) is also considered as an input data,
taking into account that the placement of requested VMs is performed incrementally at
each discrete time t. The placement at each discrete time t is represented as a matrix
P (t) ∈ Rn×m(t), defined as:
P (t) =

P1,1(t) P1,2(t) . . . P1,n(t)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
Pm(t),1(t) Pm(t),2(t) . . . Pm(t),n(t)
 (3.3)
where:
Pj,i(t) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Vj is allocated (Pj,i(t) = 1) or not (Pj,i(t) = 0)
for execution on a PM Hi (i.e., Pj,i(t) : Vj → Hi) at a discrete time t.
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3.2 Output
The result of the proposed VMP problem at each discrete time t is a new placement for
the next time instant (P (t+ 1)). This is represented by a matrix P (t+ 1) ∈ Rn×m(t+1).
P (t+ 1) =

P1,1(t+ 1) . . . P1,n(t+ 1)
. . . . . . . . .
Pm(t+1),1(t+ 1) . . . Pm(t+1),n(t+ 1)
 (3.4)
where:
Pj,i(t+ 1) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Vj is allocated (Pj,i(t) = 1) or not (Pj,i(t) = 0)
for execution on a PM Hi (i.e., Pj,i(t) : Vj → Hi) at instant t+ 1.
Figure 3.1: Allocation process for VMP problems considered in this work, presenting
a basic example with VM requests arriving at different times (from t = 0 to t = 4) and
VM resources being released (after t = 5) and how those actions affect the placement
P as the times advances.
Figure 3.1 illustrates how VMs requests are allocated and released dynamically in cloud
computing datacenters, where placement decisions are performed at each discrete time
t, without knowledge of upcoming VM requests.
3.3 Constraints
Several constraints should be considered when solving a VMP problem, they are de-
scribed in this section.
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3.3.1 Constraint 1: Unique Placement of VMs
A VM Vj should be located to run on a single PM Hi or alternatively for each Vj such
that SLAj < s, it could not be located into any PM. Consequently, this placement
constraint is expressed as:
n∑
i=1
Pj,i(t) ≤ 1 ∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m(t)} (3.5)
3.3.2 Constraint 2: Assure SLA Provisioning
A VM Vj with the highest level of SLA (i.e. SLAj = s) must be mandatorily allocated
to run on a PM Hi. Consequently, this constraint is mathematically expressed as:
n∑
i=1
Pj,i(t) = 1 ∀j such that SLAj = s (3.6)
3.3.3 Constraints 3-5: Physical Resources of PMs
A PM Hi must have sufficient available resources to meet the requirements of all VMs
Vj that are allocated to run on Hi. Consequently, these constraints can be formulated
as:
m(t)∑
j=1
V rk,j × Pj,i(t) ≤ Prk,i (3.7)
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r},
i.e. for each PM Hi and for each considered resource r.
Physical resources are considered as resources available for VMs, without considering
resources for the PM’s hypervisor.
3.4 Objective Functions
Each of the considered objective functions must be formulated in a single optimization
context (i.e. minimization or maximization) and each objective function’s cost must be
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normalized to be comparable and combinable as a single objective. This work normalizes
each objective function cost by calculating fˆi(x) ∈ R, where 0 ≤ fˆi(x) ≤ 1 (See Section
3.5).
3.4.1 Power Consumption Minimization
Based on Beloglazov et al. [6], this work models the power consumption of PMs consi-
dering a linear relationship with the CPU utilization of PMs. This can be represented
by the sum of the power consumption of each PM Hi.
min f1(x) =
n∑
i=1
((pmaxi − pmini)× Ur1,i(t) + pmini)× Yi(t) (3.8)
where:
x: Evaluated solution of the problem P (t);
f1(x): Total power consumption of PMs;
pmini : Minimum power consumption of a PM Hi.
As suggested in [6], pmini ≈ pmaxi × 0.6;
Ur1,i(t): Utilization ratio of resource 1 (in this case CPU) by Hi at instant t;
Yi(t) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Hi is turned on (Yi(t) = 1) or not (Yi(t) = 0) at instant t.
3.4.2 Economical Revenue Maximization
For IaaS customers, cloud computing resources often appear to be unlimited and can
be provisioned in any quantity at any required time t [22]. Consequently, this work
considered a federated-cloud deployment architecture, where a main provider may attend
to requested resources that are not able to be provided (e.g. a workload peak) by
transparently leasing low-price resources at a federated provider [13].
In this work, the maximization of the total economical revenue that a provider receives
from attending the requirements of its customers is achieved by minimizing the total
costs of leasing resources from alternative datacenters of the cloud federation. Equation
(3.9) represents the mentioned leasing costs, defined by the sum of the total costs of
leasing each VM Vj that is effectively allocated for execution on any PM of an alternative
datacenter of the cloud federation.
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A provider must offer its idle resources to the cloud federation at lower prices than
offered to customers in the actual cloud market. The pricing scheme may depend on
the particular agreement between providers of the cloud federation [13]. Consequently,
this work considers that the main provider may lease requested resources (that are not
able to be provided) from the cloud federation at 70% (Xˆj = 0.7) of its price in markets
(Rj). This objective may be formulated as:
min f2(x) =
m(t)∑
j=1
(Rj ×Xj(t)× Xˆj) (3.9)
where:
f2(x): Total costs for not allocating VMs in the main provider;
Xj(t) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Vj is allocated for execution on a PM (Xj(t) = 1)
or not (Xj(t) = 0) at instant t;
Xˆj : Indicates if Vj is allocated on the main provider (Xˆj = 0)
or on an alternative datacenter of the cloud federation (Xˆj = 0.7).
It is important to note that Xˆj is not a function of time. The decision of locating a VM
Vj on a federated provider is considered only in the placement process, with no possible
migrations between providers. The value of Xˆj depends on the agreement celebrated
between federated providers.
3.4.3 Quality of Service Maximization
In this work, the quality of service (QoS) maximization proposes the allocation of the
maximum number of VMs with the highest level of priority associated to the SLA prior
to the VMs with smaller SLA priority. In case the main provider allocates a VM in a
federated provider the QoS is considered as 0. In order to evaluate this objective in a
minimization context, the total of SLA violations is minimized and formulated as:
min f3(x) =
m(t)∑
j=1
(CˆSLAj × SLAj ×Xj(t)× Yˆj) (3.10)
where:
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f3(x): Total SLA violations figure for a given placement;
Cˆ: Constant, large enough to prioritize services with a larger SLA
over the ones with a lower SLA;
Yˆj ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Vj is allocated for its execution on the main provider (Yˆj = 0)
or on an alternative datacenter of the cloud federation (Yˆj = 1).
3.4.4 Resources Utilization Maximization
An efficient utilization of resources is a relevant management challenge to be addressed
by IaaS providers. This work proposes the resource utilization maximization strategy by
minimizing the average ratio of wasted resources on each PM Hi (i.e. resources that are
not allocated to any VM Vj). This objective function is formulated in Equation (3.11).
min f4(x) =
∑n
i=1
[
1−
(
Ur1,i(t) + · · ·+ Urr,i(t)
r
)]
× Yi(t)∑n
i=1 Yi(t)
(3.11)
where:
f4(x): Average ratio of wasted resources;
Ur1,i(t): Utilization ratio of resource 1 (in this case CPU)
by Hi at instant t;
Urr,i(t): Utilization ratio of resource r (any resource) by
Hi at instant t;
r: Number of considered resources. In this paper 3:
CPU, RAM memory and network capacity;
The following section summarizes the main considerations taken into account to combine
the four presented objective functions into a single objective.
3.5 Normalization and Scalarization Method
Experimental results presented in [14] recommend the combination of many normalized
objective functions into a single objective (e.g. minimum distance to origin) for IaaS
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environments. The first part of this work considers a WS method to combine many
objectives into a single objective.
As previously mentioned, each objective function cost must is normalized to be compa-
rable and combinable as a single objective. This work normalizes each objective function
cost by calculating fˆi(x) ∈ R, where 0 ≤ fˆi(x) ≤ 1, as defined in [26]:
fˆi(x) =
fi(x)− fi(x)min
fi(x)max − fi(x)min (3.12)
where:
fˆi(x): Normalized cost of objective function fi(x);
fi(x): Cost of objective function fi(x);
fi(x)min: Minimum possible cost for fi(x);
fi(x)max: Maximum possible cost for fi(x).
Finally, the four previously presented normalized objective functions are combined into
a single objective considering a weighted sum method, expressed as follows:
min f(x) =
q∑
i=1
fˆi(x)× wi (3.13)
where:
f(x): Single objective function combining each fi(x);
wi: Weight of importance associated to fi(x);
q: Number of objective functions. In this case 4.
In this work, values of each weight wi associated to an objective function fi(x) were
obtained empirically by analyzing a large number of experiments to be presented in
Chapter 5.
Chapter 4
Evaluated Algorithms
To analyze alternatives to solve the formulated VMP problem (see Chapter 3), an ex-
perimental comparison of five different online deterministic heuristics against an offline
memetic algorithm with migration of VMs was performed. This chapter summarizes the
five online deterministic heuristic algorithms proposed for the experimental comparison
against the presented offline memetic algorithm.
4.1 A1: First-Fit (FF)
In the FF algorithm, requested VMs Vj are allocated on the first PM Hi with available
resources (see Section 3.3). Interested readers can refer to [11] for details on FF, BF
and WF algorithms applied to VMP problems. (See Algorithm 1).
Algorithm 1: First-Fit Algorithm
Data: Datacenter infrastructure (see Section 3.1)
Result: true, if the VM is allocated correctly. Otherwise false
1 foreach Hi where i ≤ n do
2 if Hi has enough resources to host VM then
3 allocate VM into PM;
4 UpdatePlacementMatrix(Hi);
5 return true;
6 end
7 end
8 return false;
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4.2 A2: Best-Fit (BF)
The BF algorithm, allocates requested VMs Vj on the first PM Hi with available capacity
from a sorted list of PMs in increasing order by a score associated to each PM. The score
of a PM Hi is determined as a sum of its ratios of unutilization of resources, as detailed
in [11]. (See Algorithm 2).
Algorithm 2: Best-Fit Algorithm
Data: Datacenter infrastructure (see Section 3.1)
Result: true, if the VM is allocated correctly. Otherwise, false.
1 foreach Hi where i ≤ n do
2 weight = CalculatePMWeight(Hi);
3 UpdatBestFitSortedList(Hi, weight);
4 end
5 foreach Hi in sortedList do
6 if Hi has enough resources to host Vj then
7 allocate Vj into Hi;
8 UpdatePlacementMatrix(Hi);
9 return true;
10 end
11 end
12 return false;
4.3 A3: Worst-Fit (WF)
In the WF algorithm, VMs Vj are allocated on the first available PM Hi of a decreasingly
ordered list of PMs based on the score of the PM, inversely to the operation of the BF
algorithm. For more details, refer to [11]. (See Algorithm 3).
Algorithm 3: Worst-Fit Algorithm
Data: Datacenter infrastructure (see Section 3.1)
Result: true, if the VM is allocated correctly. Otherwise, false.
1 foreach Hi where i ≤ n do
2 weight = CalculatePMWeight(Hi);
3 UpdateWorstFitSortedList(Hi, weight);
4 end
5 foreach Hi is sortedList do
6 if Hi has enough resources to host Vj then
7 allocate Vj into Hi;
8 UpdatePlacementMatrix(Hi);
9 return true;
10 end
11 end
12 return false;
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4.4 A4: First-Fit Decreasing (FFD)
The First-Fit Decreasing (FFD) algorithm operates similarly to the previously presented
FF algorithm. The main difference with the FF algorithm is that the FFD algorithm
sorts the list of requested VMs Vj in decreasing order by requested CPU resources, as
described in [12]. (See Algorithm 4).
Algorithm 4: First-Fit Decreasing Algorithm
Data: Datacenter infrastructure (see Section 3.1)
Result: true, if the VM is allocated correctly. Otherwise, false.
1 sortedRequestList = sortReqInDescOrder (requestList);
2 foreach request in sortedRequestList do
3 firstFit (request, H, n);
4 end
4.5 A5: Best-Fit Decreasing (BFD)
The BFD algorithm has a similar behavior to the BF algorithm. The main difference
between the BF algorithm and the BFD one is that the BFD algorithm sorts the list of
requested VMs Vj in decreasing order by requested CPU resources. Interested readers
can refer to [10] for details on the BFD algorithm applied to VMP problems. (See
Algorithm 5).
Algorithm 5: Best-Fit Decreasing Algorithm
Data: Datacenter infrastructure (see Section 3.1)
Result: true, if the VM is allocated correctly. Otherwise, false.
1 sortedRequestList = sortReqInDescOrder (requestList);
2 foreach request in sortedRequestList do
3 bestFit (request, H, n);
4 end
4.6 A6: Memetic Algorithm
A MA is considered for an offline alternative to solve the formulated VMP problem
taking into account many objectives (see Chapter 3). This algorithm is based on the
one proposed in [14] by Ihara et al.
The considered algorithm may be classified as a meta-heuristic, following an evolutio-
nary process to find appropriate solutions. Basically, the considered MA follows this
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evolutionary behavior: solutions are selected from an evolutionary set of solutions (or
population). Crossover and mutation operators are applied as usual, and eventually
solutions are repaired, as there may be unfeasible solutions. Improvements on the evo-
lutionary population’s solution may be generated using local optimization operators.
Next, a new evolutionary population is selected from the union of the (until that gen-
eration) best population and the set of improved solutions. The evolutionary process
is repeated until the algorithm meets a stopping criterion (such as a maximum number
of generations), returning from the evolutionary population the solution with minimum
cost of f(x). Details are presented in [21].
Chapter 5
Part I - Experimental Results
In this work, an experimental comparison of five of the most studied online determin-
istic heuristics was performed considering several experimental workloads. The quality
of solutions obtained by the evaluated online heuristics was compared to the average
performance (in ten runs) of an offline MA that has complete knowledge of future VM
requests and the ability to migrate VMs between PMs.
5.1 Experimental Environment
The six evaluated algorithms were implemented using ANSI C programming language.
The source code is available online1, as well as all the considered experimental data.
Experiments were performed on a Linux Operating System with an Intel Core i7 2.3
GHz CPU and 12 GB of RAM memory.
Physical resources (matrix H) represent an homogeneous IaaS cloud composed by 10
PMs with the following specifications: 8 [ECU] of CPU, 10 [GB] of RAM memory, 780
[Mbps] of network capacity and 960 [W] of maximum power consumption (see Section
3.1 for notation details).
In this work, requested virtual resources (matrix V (t)) were considered using four differ-
ent workload traces generated using a Workload Trace Generator for provider-oriented
VMP problems [24] available for research purposes2.
1http://github.com/DynamicVMP/vmpCompetitiveAnalysis
2http://wtg.cba.com.py
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Each considered workload trace simulates customers requests to allocate a set of 100
VMs following different Probability Distribution Functions (PDFs) for the VM request
arrivals. Three workload traces follow a Poisson PDF with different expected values (λ):
(W1): λ = 10, (W2): λ = 50 and (W3): λ = 70. In this case, different values of λ may
represent workload peaks at different time instants t (see Figures 5.1 to 5.3).
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Figure 5.1: Experimental Workload Trace: Number of created VMs as a function of
time t utilizing a Poisson distribution function with a parameter λ = 10.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental Workload Trace: Number of created VMs as a function of
time t utilizing a Poisson distribution function with a parameter λ = 50.
The fourth workload trace (W4) follows an Uniform PDF, representing a stable workload
of VM requests. All parameters considered for generating the experimental workload
traces are presented in Table 5.1. Interested readers can refer to [24] for more details.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental Workload Trace: Number of created VMs as a function of
time t utilizing a Poisson distribution function with a parameter λ = 70.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental Workload Trace: Number of created VMs as a function of
time t utilizing a Uniform distribution function
In order to effectively analyze the described federated-cloud deployment architecture and
provider-oriented VMP formulation considering many objectives, experimental workload
traces requested more virtual resources than the available ones in the considered main
cloud computing datacenter.
Experiments could be summarized as: For each considered workload trace (W1 to W4),
one run of the following deterministic heuristics was performed in an online context:
(1) FF, (2) BF, (3) WF, (4) FFD and (5) BFD. Considering the randomness of the
MA compared against the previously mentioned heuristics, ten runs of the mentioned
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Table 5.1: Considered Data to generate Experimental Workload Traces (W1 to W4).
Parameter Description Input Data
1. Environment No overbooking, No elasticity
2. Workload Trace Duration [t] 100
3. Number of Parameter Datacenters 1
4. Number of Cloud Services 100
5. Number of VMs per Service 1
6. VMs creation time [t]
W1: Poisson(λ = 10)
W2: Poisson(λ = 50)
W3: Poisson(λ = 70)
W4: Uniform(0,100)
7. CPU Resources [ECU] Uniform(1,8)
8. RAM Resources [GB] Uniform(1,8)
9. Network Capacity [Mbps] Uniform(10,1000)
10. Revenue of VMs (Rj) [$] Uniform(0.1,1.5)
11. SLA Level of VMs (SLAj) Uniform(1,5)
algorithm were performed. The average values of the ten runs were considered for
the experimental comparison, as summarized in Table 5.2, where the offline MA clearly
outperforms all five online heuristics as expected, given that it uses complete knownledge
of VM requests and migration of VMs to optimize the objective function presented in
Chapter 3.
5.2 Objective Functions Weights
To determine appropriate values for the weights wi associated to each objective function
fi(x) (see Equation (3.13)), an exploration of the VMP problem domain was performed.
In this context, 1000 feasible solutions (x1 to x1000) were randomly generated by the
MA (A6) considering: H as described in Section 5.1, V (t) as presented in entorno00-1
(a benchmark available online2), highest priority of VMs s = 4 and Cˆ = 1000.
Obtained values of each objective function fi(x) were normalized in fˆi(x), as described
in Section 3.5. Consequently, each weight wi was defined as:
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wi =
1000∑1000
k=1 fˆi(xk)
(5.1)
resulting in: w1: 1.3903; w2: 2.1379; w3: 2.7393; w4: 1.4586.
5.3 Comparison of Online Heuristics
This section summarizes the main findings obtained in the experimental comparison of
algorithms for the VMP formulation with many objectives presented in Chapter 3.
The main goal of the experimental comparison presented in this section is to define which
heuristics are most suitable for solving online formulations of provider-oriented VMPs
in federated-clouds considering many objective funtions.
Table 5.2 summarizes the costs of the objective function f(x), that combines the four
considered objective functions (see Section 3.5). It is worth noting that according to
the experimental results presented in Table 5.2, there is no evaluated heuristic that out-
performs all other alternatives in all experimental workload traces. Consequently, Table
5.2 also presents the average cost of objective function f(x) as well as the corresponding
ranking. Apparently, the FFD algorithm is the best heuristic among the five considered
ones, followed closely by BFD (Accordingly, the MA is first in this ranking).
Considering that IaaS providers may have to deal with several different workloads when
provisioning resources to customers with very heterogeneous types of requirements, the
Table 5.2: Objective Function Costs of Evaluated Heuristics
Algorithms
Workloads A1: FF A2: BF A3: WF A4: FFD A5: BFD A6: MA
W1: Poisson λ = 10 3.2927 3.3098 3.5250 3.0205 3.1392 2.6096
W2: Poisson λ = 50 2.4602 2.5112 2.4811 2.4602 2.4555 2.0001
W3: Poisson λ = 70 1.7054 1.6458 1.7054 1.6458 1.6458 1.3588
W4: Uniform 3.1875 3.1556 3.0489 3.0907 3.1556 2.3420
Average 2.6615 2.6556 2.6901 2.5543 2.5990 2.0776
Ranking 5th 4th 6th 2nd 3th 1st
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Table 5.3: Objective Function Costs of Evaluated Algorithms
Heuristics
Workload fi(x) A1: FF A2: BF A3: WF A4: FFD A5: BFD Best Heuristic
W
1
f1(x) 0.9240 0.9107 0.8929 0.9255 0.9208 A3
f2(x) 0.0372 0.0373 0.0391 0.0359 0.0359 A4,A5
f3(x) 0.6104 0.6139 0.6670 0.5101 0.5611 A4
f4(x) 0.1756 0.1933 0.2556 0.1778 0.1679 A5
W
2
f1(x) 0.5900 0.5756 0.5612 0.5900 0.5903 A3
f2(x) 0.0404 0.0406 0.0420 0.0404 0.0404 A4,A5
f3(x) 0.4790 0.4975 0.4715 0.4790 0.4790 A3
f4(x) 0.1652 0.1789 0.2189 0.1652 0.1618 A5
W
3
f1(x) 0.4146 0.4198 0.4203 0.4198 0.4198 A1
f2(x) 0.0243 0.0235 0.0245 0.0235 0.0235 A2,A4,A5
f3(x) 0.3155 0.3003 0.3103 0.3003 0.3003 A2,A4,A5
f4(x) 0.1457 0.1296 0.1497 0.1296 0.1296 A2,A4,A5
W
4
f1(x) 0.8549 0.8544 0.8694 0.8598 0.8544 A2,A5
f2(x) 0.0375 0.0364 0.0356 0.0371 0.0364 A3
f3(x) 0.5311 0.5283 0.4884 0.4931 0.5283 A3
f4(x) 0.3177 0.3034 0.2919 0.3188 0.3034 A3
A
v
e
ra
g
e
f1(x) 0.6959 0.6901 0.6859 0.6988 0.6963 A3
f2(x) 0.0349 0.0345 0.0353 0.0343 0.0341 A5
f3(x) 0.4841 0.4851 0.4844 0.4457 0.4672 A4
f4(x) 0.2011 0.2014 0.2291 0.1979 0.1907 A5
average behavior of the compared heuristics could be a relevant information. This ave-
rage costs of f(x) are considered to build a ranking of algorithms according to the
experiments performed in this work.
To better understand the presented comparison, Table 5.3 details fˆi(x)to analyze par-
ticular preferences of IaaS providers for the optimization of the considered objectives
(e.g. power consumption could be more important in hours where the electricity price
is higher).
Based on the information presented in Tables 5.2 and 5.3, the Main Findings (MF) of
the experimental comparison performed in this part are summarized as follows:
MF1: There is no evaluated heuristic that can clearly be considered as the best alterna-
tive for all objective functions, considered simultaneously.
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Additionally, none of the evaluated heuristics performed equally well in all 4 experimen-
tal workloads (see Table 5.2). Consequently, an heuristic performing good enough in
average when considering different types of workloads could be sufficiently convenient.
A more detailed evaluation could be performed to obtain information for conjuntural
preferences of IaaS providers (see Table 5.3, where the best heuristic for each objective
function and each workload trace is highlighted in the last column).
MF2: FFD heuristic (A4) was the algorithm that outperformed all of the other evaluated
heuristics taking into account average results in performed experiments.
According to the average performance of each evaluated heuristic (see Table 5.2), the
following ranking was built: (1st) FDD (A4), (2nd) BFD (A5), (3th) BF (A2), (4th)
FF (A1), and (5th) WF (A3), where BFD follows very close the average performance of
FDD (with a difference of 1.75%).
MF3: WF algorithm (A3) is suggested for workloads that can be considered stable (i.e.
no workload peaks).
For experimental workload trace W4 that considers an Uniform PDF for VM request
arrivals, A3 clearly presented the best performance obtaining minimum average results
in Table 5.2. It also performed as the best algorithm for 3 out of the 4 objectives,
considering only W4 (see Table 5.3).
MF4: The WF (A3), BFD (A5), FFD (A4) and BFD (A5) algorithms are recom-
mended for f1(x), f2(x), f3(x) and f4(x) objective functions respectively, when there is
a preferred objective function (lexicographic order).
The BFD algorithm (A5) performed as the best algorithm on average for f2(x) and
f4(x). For f1(x) the best alternative seems to be A3 while A4 could be considered as
the best for f3(x) (see Table 5.3).
MF5: As expected, the offline MA (A6) outperformed all evaluated online heuristics in
all experimental workloads.
An offline MA was compared to the five evaluated heuristics to experimentally demon-
strate that online decisions made along a simulation affects the quality of solutions.
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Table 5.4: VMs Migration Overhead for MA (A6).
Migration
Workload # of VMs Memory in [GB]
Poisson λ = 10 1493.7 4865.9
Poisson λ = 50 740.0 2775.1
Poisson λ = 70 643.6 2415.5
Uniform 1416.7 5329.8
Clearly, offline algorithms such as the considered MA present a substantial advantage
over online heuristics when considering the quality of solutions for the combined objec-
tive function f(x) (see Table 5.2). This advantage is presented for the following two
main reasons: (1) offline algorithms have a complete knowledge of the future events of
a problem instance and (2) only A6 considered migrations of VMs between PMs in the
comparison, reconfiguring the placement when convenient.
Having a complete knowledge of future VMs requests is considered unrealistic for IaaS
environments [5]. Consequently, online algorithms, such as the heuristics evaluated in
this work, are a good alternative for VMP problems in IaaS environments. The evaluated
offline MA (A6) improves the quality of solutions with migrations of VMs between PMs,
at the expense of costs associated to placement reconfigurations, as seen in Table 5.4
where the average VMs migration overhead of each workload is presented as: (1) total
number of VM migrations and (2) total RAM memory migrated.
Table 5.5: Execution Time per Algorithm in [ms].
Algorithm
Workload A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
Poisson λ = 10 3 3 3 5 5 55770
Poisson λ = 50 1 2 2 3 3 31219
Poisson λ = 70 1 1 1 2 2 23885
Uniform 2 2 3 3 3 44477
MF6: As expected, the execution time of all online heuristics were considerably shorter
than the offline alternative.
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Considering the low complexity of the evaluated heuristics, these algorithms are able
to find promising solutions in short periods of time (a main concern for IaaS providers
solving VMP problems) at the expense of not exploring solutions that can potentially
result in better quality solutions.
Clearly, any offline alternative that intelligently explore a large space of feasible solutions
will result in higher execution times, mainly considering the exponential computational
complexity of the VMP problem. (see Table 5.5)
Chapter 6
Part I - Conclusions and Future
Work
This first part of this work presented a formulation to solve a provider-oriented VMP
problem optimizing the following objectives: (1) power consumption, (2) economical
revenue, (3) quality of service, and (4) resource utilization (Objective 1, published in
[21]).
An experimental comparison of five different online heuristics against the best perfor-
mance of an offline MA that had a complete knowledge of future VM requests and VM
migration capabilities was performed as part of this work (Objective 2, published in
[21]). A previously studied MA [14] was implemented taking into account that obtaining
optimal solutions for large instances of the problem could result impracticable [18].
Considering the evaluation of the mentioned algorithms solving several experimental
workload traces, six main findings (MF1 to MF6) were identified (see Section 5.3).
The main advantage of the offline MA (A6) over experimentally evaluated online heu-
ristics (A1 to A5) is a better quality of solutions, as summarized in Table 5.2.
Unfortunately, offline alternatives such as A6 are not appropriate for dynamic environ-
ments of VMP problems for IaaS providers, where future VM requests are unknown and
placement should be solved in a very short time.
In order to improve the quality of the solutions obtained by the evaluated heuristics,
the VMP problem could be formulated as a two-phase optimization problem. In this
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context, VMP problems with many objectives for an IaaS could be decomposed into
two different sub-problems: (1) incremental VMP (iVMP) and (2) VMP reconfiguration
(VMPr) [32] as shown in Figure 8.1.
A two-phase optimization strategy can be considered, combining both online (iVMP)
and offline (VMPr) algorithms to solve each VMP sub-problem. The iVMP problem
is considered for dynamic arriving requests when VMs should be created and removed
at runtime. Consequently, this sub-problem should be formulated as an online problem
and solved in a short period of time, where the studied heuristics could be appropri-
ate. On the contrary, the VMPr problem is considered for improving the quality of
solutions obtained by the iVMP, considering placement reconfigurations through migra-
tion of VMs. This sub-problem could be formulated offline, where alternative solution
techniques (e.g. meta-heuristics) could be appropriate.
Part II
An Experimental Comparison of
Scalarization Methods for the
Two-Phase Optimization Scheme
for the VMP Problem
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Chapter 7
Part II - Related Work and
Motivation
Currently, IaaS providers manage an enormous amount of resources in order to satisfy
clients requests. These resource requests have a highly dynamic behaviour and the IaaS
providers try to manage them in such a way that the resources they administrate are
used efficiently in order to provide the most economical revenue possible. Resource
requests represented as VM placement requests can be grouped into cloud services. It
has to be noted that not all of the resources allocated to a specific VM request are used
at all times, therefore we have idle allocated resources that can be used elsewhere.
These dynamic resource requests increase the uncertainty of a VMP problem when they
are taken into account. In this context, preliminary results help identify that the most
relevant dynamic parameters in the VMP literature are [24]: (1) resource capacities
of VMs (associated to vertical elasticity) [16], (2) number of VMs of a cloud service
(associated to horizontal elasticity) [31] and (3) utilization of resources by VMs (relevant
for overbooking) [3]. Considering the mentioned dynamic parameters, environments
for IaaS formulations of provider-oriented VMP problems could be classified by one or
more of the following classification criteria: (1) service elasticity and (2) overbooking of
physical resources [24]
In order to attend the current demand a cloud service could request additional resources
to scale up (adding more resources to the existing VMs) or to scale out (adding more
VMs to the service), this is characteristic behaviour of a elastic cloud service, therefore
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IaaS providers should model these requirements accordingly. From an IaaS provider
perspective, elastic cloud services should be considered more important than non-elastic
ones [23] . Different IaaS environments could be formulated considering one of the
following service elasticity values: no elasticity, horizontal elasticity, vertical elasticity
or both horizontal and vertical elasticity [24].
Additionally, resources of VMs are dynamically used, giving space to re-utilization of
idle resources that were already reserved. In this context, IaaS environments identified
in [24] may also consider one of the following overbooking values: no overbooking,
server resources overbooking, network resources overbooking or both server and network
overbooking.
Uncertainty factors like elasticity and overbooking influence the formulation of VMP
problems and must not be ignored when a realistic formulation is being proposed. Ob-
taining scenarios that portray said uncertainty factors is an important aspect when
comparing solution techniques of VMP problem. Consequently, workload trace genera-
tors [23] must take into consideration the different possible elasticity and overbooking
scenarios.
This work formulates a VMP problem taking into account the most complex environ-
ment identified in [24], that considers both types of service elasticity and both types of
overbooking of physical resources.
7.1 Two-phase Optimization Scheme for the VMP Pro-
blem
From an IaaS provider perspective, the VMP is mostly formulated as an online problem
and must be solved with short time constraints [19]. A VMP problem formulation
is considered to be online when no knowledge of future VMP requests are modelled,
so that its solution technique (e.g. heuristics) dynamically makes placement decisions
considering only the requests known up until the time the decision is made [7]. On the
other hand, if the formulation includes a list of all the VMP requests including future
requests, in other words, the solution technique has to solve a VMP problem considering
a static environment where VM requests are known in its entirety before execution, then
the VMP problem formulation is considered to be offline [7].
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Considering the on-demand model of cloud computing with dynamic resource provisio-
ning and dynamic workloads of cloud applications [22], the resolution of VMP problems
should be performed as fast as possible in order to be able to support these dynamic
requirements.
Online decisions made along the operation of a cloud computing infrastructure may
negatively affect the quality of obtained solutions when compared to offline decisions [21].
Unfortunately, offline formulations are not appropriate in highly dynamic environments
for real-world IaaS providers where cloud service’s allocation is requested dynamically.
To improve the solution’s quality obtained by online algorithms, the VMP problem could
be formulated as a two-phase optimization problem, combining advantages of online and
offline formulations [21]. In this context, VMP problems could be decomposed in two
different sub-problems: (i) incremental VMP (iVMP) and (ii) VMP reconfiguration
(VMPr).
The iVMP sub-problem is considered to allocate dynamic arriving requests, where VMs
could be created, modified and removed at runtime. Existing heuristics could be rea-
sonably appropriate [21] for this work.
The VMPr sub-problem is considered to improve the quality of solutions obtained in
the iVMP phase, reconfiguring the placement through VM migration, where alternative
solution techniques could result more suitable (e.g. meta-heuristics) [21].
The iVMP phase is considered at each time instant, while the VMPr phase is triggered
according to the considered VMPr triggering method (e.g. periodically). Once the VMPr
is triggered, the placement of VMs is recalculated and the iVMP proceeds normally.
Both the iVMP and the VMPr phases must deal with a problem that may affect gravely
its performance, this problem entails possible solutions selection from a set of feasible
solutions. In Pareto based algorithms, the Pareto set approximation can include a large
number of non-dominated solutions; therefore, in a dynamic environment, selecting one
of the non-dominated solutions can be considered as a new difficulty for the VMP.
The first part of this work considers a strategy to deal with large numbers of non-
dominated solutions, by normalizing their values to finally scalarize them into a single
comparable value. Effectively converting the multi-objective optimization problem into
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a multi-objective as mono-objective optimization problem based on [14]. Thus, reducing
the complexity of the solution selection algorithm applied in said part.
There are other methods to scalarize OFs that can be considered as alternatives to the
Weighted Sum method, used in the first part.
This work proposes the utilization of three scalarization methods as part of a experi-
mental evaluation to determine which one is the most suitable method to be applied
as part of the solution comparison process of the iVMP and VMPr phases in order to
improve the performance of the two-phase optimization scheme.
7.2 Workload Trace Generation
Considering the highly dynamic customers’s requests of IaaS resources, the study of
VMP problem solution’s approaches must take into consideration several aspects of the
environment in order to provide close enough approximations to the real behaviour of
VMP requests. These aspects, such as elastic services, overbooking of resources and the
combination of the previous two [23], have to be modeled as workload traces to be the
input of the possible solutions of VMP problems in order test their capabilities.
Given the dynamic aspect of the VMP problem, workload traces must be modelled
as input of online problems, taking into consideration dynamic resources provisioning.
Manual generation of workload traces that mimic the real-environment’s rapid changes
is a not an easy task and a way to systematically generate cloud workload traces can
decrease the time to set up VMP problem experiments and help improve the compa-
rison of solution techniques that may use a common input generated with controlled
parameters.
In this part of the work, a cloud workload trace generator is developed to provide
parametric dynamic input to the solution approaches of the VMP problem that are
studied.
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7.3 Motivation
Due to the randomness of customer requests, VMP problems should be formulated un-
der uncertainty. This work presents a scenario-based uncertainty approach for modeling
uncertain parameters, considering the developed workload trace generator to create in-
put data and considering a two-phase optimization scheme for VMP problems in the
proposed complex IaaS environment.
The second part of this work summarizes an experimental evaluation under uncertainty
of the three scalarization methods developed as part of the solution comparison process
of the iVMP phase and the VMPr phase using generated dynamic cloud workload traces
in order to improve the average quality of placement solutions, to answer the following
question: Which scalarization methods are most suitable for solving the two-phase op-
timization scheme for VMP problems in federated-clouds considering many objectives,
elastic and overbooked services ?
The following chapters summarize the complex IaaS environment for VMP problems
considered in this second part, as well as formal definitions of both iVMP and VMPr
problems.
Chapter 8
Two-Phase Optimization Scheme
for VMP problem formulation
The proposed formulation of the VMP problem models a complex IaaS environment,
composed by available PMs and VMs requested at each discrete time t, considering the
following input data:
• a set of n available PMs and their specifications (Matrix 8.1);
• a set of m(t) VMs requested, at each discrete time t, and their specifications
(Matrix 8.2);
• information about the utilization of resources of each active VM at each discrete
time t (Matrix 8.3);
• the current placement at each discrete time t (i.e. x(t)) (Matrix 8.4).
The proposed iVMP and VMPr sub-problems consider different sub-sets of the above
mentioned input data, as later presented in Sections 8.1 and 8.2. The set of PMs owned
by the IaaS provider is represented as a matrix H ∈ Rn×(r+2), as presented in (Matrix
8.1). Each PM Hi is represented by r different physical resources. This work consid-
ers r = 3 physical resources (Pr1-Pr3): CPU [ECU], RAM [GB] and network capacity
[Mbps]. The maximum power consumption [W] is also considered. It is important to
mention that the proposed notation is general enough to include more characteristics
associated to physical resources such as Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), storage ca-
pacity or number of cores, to cite a few.
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Finally, considering that an IaaS provider could own more than one cloud datacenter,
PMs notation also includes a datacenter identifier ci, i.e.
H =

Pr1,1 . . . P rk,1 pmax1 c1
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
P r1,n . . . P rk,n pmaxn cn
 (8.1)
where:
i: PM identifier (1 ≤ i ≤ n);
Prk,i Physical resource k on Hi (1 ≤ k ≤ r);
pmaxi: Maximum power consumption of Hi in [W];
ci: Datacenter identifier of Hi, where 1 ≤ ci ≤ cmax;
n: Total number of PMs.
Clearly, the set of PMs H could be modeled as a function of time t, considering PM
crashes [28], maintenance or even deployment of new hardware. The mentioned modeling
approach for PMs is out of the scope of this work and its particular considerations are
left as future work (see Chapter 12).
In the complex environment considered in this work, an IaaS provider dynamically
receives requests (i.e. a set of inter-related VMs) at each discrete time t. A cloud
service Sb is composed by a set of VMs which may be placed in different datacenters
according to a customer preference or requirement.
The set of VMs requested by customers at each discrete time t is represented as a matrix
V (t) ∈ Rm(t)×(r+2), as presented in (Matrix 8.2). In this work, each VM Vj requires r = 3
(according to PM H’s physical resources) different virtual resources (V r1-V r3): CPU
[ECU], RAM [GB] and network capacity [Mbps]. Additionally, a cloud service identifier
bj is considered, as well as an economical revenue Rj [USD] associated to each VM Vj ,
which is the economical cost that a customer has to pay to the IaaS provider for hosting
the VM Vj .
As mentioned before, the proposed notation could represent any other set of resources.
The requested VMs try to lease virtual resources for an unknown period of discrete time.
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V (t) =

V r1,1(t) . . . V rk,1(t) b1 R1(t)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
V r1,m(t)(t) . . . V rk,m(t)(t) bm(t)Rm(t)(t)
 (8.2)
where:
j: VM identifier (1 ≤ j ≤ m(t));
V rk,j(t): Virtual resource k on Vj , where 1 ≤ k ≤ r;
bj : Service identifier of Vj ;
Rj(t): Economical revenue for allocating Vj in [USD];
m(t): Number of VMs at each discrete time t, where 1 ≤ m(t) ≤ mmax;
mmax: Maximum number of VMs;
Once a VM Vj is powered-off by a customer, its virtual resources are released, so the
IaaS provider can reuse them. For simplicity purposes, in what follows the index j is
not reused.
In order to model a dynamic VMP environment taking into account both vertical and
horizontal elasticity of cloud services [23], the set of requested VMs V (t) may include
the following types of requests at each time t:
• cloud service creation: where a new cloud service Sb, composed by one or more
VMs Vj , is created. Consequently, the number of VMs at each discrete time t (i.e.
m(t)) is a function of time;
• scale-up / scale-down of VMs resources: where one or more VMs Vj of
a cloud service Sb increases (scale-up) or decreases (scale-down) the amount of
allocated virtual resources considering the current demand (vertical elasticity). In
order to model these considerations, virtual resource capacities of a VM Vj (i.e.
V r1,j(t)-V r3,j(t)) are time functions, as well as the associated economical revenue
(Rj(t));
• cloud service scale-out / scale-in: where a cloud service Sb increases (scale-
out) or decreases (scale-in) the number of associated VMs according to current
demand (horizontal elasticity). Consequently, the number of VMs Vj in a cloud
service Sb at each discrete time t is a function of time;
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• cloud service destruction: where virtual resources of cloud services Sb, com-
posed by one or more VMs Vj , are released.
In most situations, virtual resources requested by cloud services are dynamically used,
giving space to re-utilization of idle resources that were already reserved. Information
on the utilization of virtual resources at each discrete time t is required in order to model
a dynamic VMP environment where IaaS providers consider overbooking of, both server
and networking, physical resources.
Resource utilization of a VM Vj at each discrete time t is represented as a matrix
U(t) ∈ Rm(t)×r:
U(t) =

Ur1,1(t) . . . Urk,1(t)
. . . . . . . . .
Ur1,m(t)(t) . . . Urk,m(t)(t)
 (8.3)
where:
Urk,j(t) is the utilization ratio of V rk(t) in Vj at each discrete time t.
The current placement of VMs into PMs (x(t)) considers VMs requested in the previous
discrete time t− 1. Consequently, the dimension of x(t) is based on the number of VMs
m(t − 1). Formally, the placement at each discrete time t is represented as a matrix
x(t) ∈ {0, 1}m(t−1)×n, as defined in (Matrix 8.4):
x(t) =

x1,1(t) x2,1(t) . . . xn,1(t)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
x1,m(t−1)(t) x2,m(t−1)(t) . . . xn,m(t−1)(t)
 (8.4)
where:
xj,i(t) ∈ {0, 1}: indicates if Vj is allocated (xj,i(t) = 1) or not (xj,i(t) = 0) for execution
in a PM Hi at a discrete time t (i.e., xj,i(t) : Vj → Hi).
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8.1 Incremental VMP (iVMP)
In online algorithms for solving the proposed VMP problem placement decisions are
performed at each discrete time t without knowledge of upcoming VM requests. The
formulation of the proposed iVMP (online) problem is based on [21] and could be for-
mally enunciated as:
Given an advanced dynamic IaaS environment composed by a set of PMs (H) and a
set of VMs requested at each discrete time t (V (t)), as well as the current placement
of VMs into PMs (P(t)), it is sought an incremental placement of V (t) into H for the
discrete time t+ 1 (P (t+ 1)) without migrations, satisfying the problem constraints and
optimizing the considered objective functions.
8.1.1 Input Data for iVMP
The proposed formulation of the iVMP problem receives the following information as
input data:
• a set of n available PMs and their specifications (Matrix 8.1);
• a set of m(t) VMs requested at each discrete time t and their specifications (Matrix
8.2);
• information about the utilization of resources of each active VM at each discrete
time t (Matrix 8.3);
• the current placement at each discrete time t (i.e. x(t), Matrix (8.4)).
8.1.2 Output Data for iVMP
The result of the iVMP phase at each discrete time t is an incremental placement ∆x
for the next time instant in such a way that x(t + 1) = x(t) + ∆x. The placement at
t+ 1 is represented as the matrix x(t+ 1) ∈ {0, 1}n×m(t), as defined in (Matrix 8.5):
x(t+ 1) =

x1,1(t+ 1) x2,1(t+ 1) . . . xn,1(t+ 1)
. . . . . . . . . . . .
x1,m(t)(t+ 1) x2,m(t)(t+ 1) . . . xn,m(t)(t+ 1)
 (8.5)
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Formally, the incremental placement for the next time instant x(t + 1) is a function of
the current placement x(t) and the VMs requested at discrete time t V (t), defined as:
x(t+ 1) = f [x(t), V (t)] (8.6)
8.2 VMP Reconfiguration (VMPr)
Previous research work by the authors focused on developing VMPr algorithms consi-
dering centralized decisions such as the offline MAs presented in [14, 17, 20]. An offline
algorithm has knowledge of the complete set of VM requests in order to decide the place-
ment of these VMs into available PMs. The formulation of the proposed VMPr (offline)
problem is based on [14, 20] and could be enunciated as:
An offline algorithm solves a VMP problem by migrating VMs between PMs, considering
a static environment where VM requests do not change over time. The formulation of
the proposed VMPr (offline) problem is based on [14, 20] and could be enunciated as:
Given a current placement of VMs into PMs (x(t)), it is sought a placement reconfigura-
tion through migration of VMs between PMs for the discrete time t (i.e. x′(t)), satisfying
existing constraints and optimizing the considered objective functions.
8.2.1 Input Data for VMPr
The proposed formulation of the VMPr problem receives the following information as
input data:
• a set of n available PMs and their specifications (Matrix 8.1);
• information about the utilization of resources of each active VM at discrete time
t (Matrix 8.3);
• the current placement at discrete time t (i.e. x(t), Matrix 8.4).
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8.2.2 Output Data for VMPr
The result of the VMPr problem is a placement reconfiguration through migration of
VMs between PMs for the discrete time t, represented by a placement reconfiguration
of x(t) (i.e. x′(t), Matrix 8.4), which represents the output of the VMPr process. Logi-
cally, this new placement x′(t) should be upgraded with requests arrived during VMPr
calculation before migrating VMs and stopping reconfiguration, as shown in Figure 8.1.
Figure 8.1: Two-Phase optimization scheme for VMP problems.
8.3 The Two-Phase Optimization Process
Figure 8.1 illustrates the two-phase optimization scheme process for VMP problems. The
iVMP phase is considered at each instant t to attend the set of requested VMs, that
may include the following types of requests: cloud service creation, scale-up/scale-down
(vertical-elasticity), cloud service scale-out/scale-in (horizontal-elasticity) and cloud ser-
vice destruction (details were described above). The iVMP phase dynamically allocates
requested VMs and finds the placement of V (t) for the next discrete time t+ 1, the ob-
tained placement may be not optimal against an offline solution as concluded in Chapter
6.
In order to improve the solution’s quality, the VMPr phase is triggered according to the
considered VMPr triggering method (VMPr triggered at t = 2). It takes into account the
current placement of the datacenter (in this case P (2)) and recalculates the placement
of V (t) through VMs migration. While the VMPr is running, the iVMP keeps attending
the set of requested VMs at each instant t.
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Once the VMPr is done, the obtained placement by the VMPr (P ′(2)) doesn’t have
all the requests (requests kept arriving during execution), in view of that, the VMPr
joins the P ′(2) and the current placement P (5). Finally if the resulting placement is
considered to be better than the current placement, it replaces the current placement
of the two-phase optimization scheme, as shown in Figure 8.1 at t = 6; otherwise, the
resulting placement is discarded.
8.4 Constraints
Several constraints should be considered when solving a VMP. For example, a VM Vj
should be allocated at a provider’s datacenter or alternatively be derived to a federated
IaaS partner, the VM Vj with the highest level of SLA or economical revenue R must
be allocated to run on a PM Hi, to cite a few constraints.
8.4.1 Constraint 1: Unique Placement of VMs
A VM Vj should be allocated to run on a single PM Hi or alternatively derived in a
federated IaaS partner. From an IaaS provider’s perspective, elastic cloud services are
usually considered more important than non-elastic ones [23]. Consequently, resources
of elastic cloud services are most of the time assigned a higher priority than non-elastic
ones, usually reflected in legal contracts. This placement constraint is expressed as:
n∑
i=1
xj,i(t) ≤ 1 (8.7)
∀j ∈ {1, . . . ,m(t)}, i.e. for all VM Vj .
where:
xj,i(t) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Vj is allocated (xj,i(t) = 1) or not (xj,i(t) = 0)
for execution in a PM Hi (i.e., xj,i(t) : Vj → Hi) at a discrete time t;
n: Total number of PMs;
m(t): Number of VMs at each discrete time t, where 1 ≤ m(t) ≤ mmax.
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8.4.2 Constraints 2-4: Overbooked Resources of PMs
At the same time, a PM Hi must have sufficient available resources to meet the dy-
namic requirements of all VMs Vj that are allocated to run on Hi. It is important to
remember that resources of VMs are dynamically used, giving space to re-utilization of
idle resources that were already reserved. Re-utilization of idle resources could represent
a higher risk of unsatisfied demand in case of peak resources’ utilization over a short
period of time. Therefore, providers need to reserve a percentage of idle resources as
a protection, defined by a overbooking protection factor (λk). This protection factor
sets the amount of resources to reserve in order to mitigate SLA violations and can
take values between 0, meaning overbooking of all the available resources, and 1, no
overbooking of resources at all. These constraints can be formulated as:
m(t)∑
j=1
{V rk,j × Urk,j + [V rk,j × (1− Urk,j)]× λk} × xj,i(t) ≤ Prk,i (8.8)
∀i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and ∀k ∈ {1, . . . , r},
i.e. for each PM Hi and for each considered resource r.
where:
λk: is the protection factor for V rk,j ∈ [0,1].
Physical resources are considered as resources entirely available to VMs, without consi-
dering resources for the PM’s hypervisor.
8.5 Objective Functions
Each of the considered objective functions must be formulated in a single optimization
context (i.e. minimization or maximization) and each objective function cost must be
normalized to be comparable and combinable as a single objective. This work normalizes
each objective function cost by calculating fˆi(x) ∈ R, where 0 ≤ fˆi(x) ≤ 1.
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8.5.1 Power Consumption Minimization
Based on Beloglazov et al. [6], this work models the power consumption of PMs conside-
ring a linear relationship with the CPU utilization of PMs, without taking into account
PMs at alternative datacenters of the cloud federation. The power consumption mini-
mization can be represented by the sum of the power consumption of each PM Hi that
composes the advanced IaaS environment (see Chapter 8), as defined in Equation (8.9).
f1(t) =
n∑
i=1
((pmaxi − pmini)× Ur1,i(t) + pmini)× Yi(t) (8.9)
where:
f1(t): Total power consumption of PMs;
n: The total number of PMs;
pmaxi: Maximum power consumption of a PM Hi;
pmini: Minimum power consumption of a PM Hi. As suggested in [6],
pmini ≈ pmaxi ∗ 0.6;
Ur1,i(t): Utilization ratio of resource 1 (in this case CPU) by Hi at instant t;
Yi(t) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Hi is turned on (Yi(t) = 1) or not (Yi(t) = 0) at instant t.
8.5.2 Economical Revenue Maximization
For IaaS customers, cloud computing resources often appear to be unlimited and can be
provisioned in any quantity at any required time t [22]. Consequently, this work conside-
red a basic federated-cloud deployment architecture, where a main provider may attend
requested resources that are not able to be provided (e.g. a workload peak) by trans-
parently leasing low-price resources from alternative datacenters owned by federated
providers [13]. This leasing costs should be minimized in order to maximize economical
revenue objective function.
Equation (8.10) represents the mentioned leasing costs, defined as the sum of the total
costs of leasing each VM Vj that is effectively allocated for execution on any PM of an
alternative datacenter of the cloud federation. A provider must offer its idle resources
to the cloud federation at lower prices than offered to customers in the actual cloud
market. The pricing scheme may depend on the particular agreement between providers
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of the cloud federation [13]. For simplicity, this work considers that the main provider
may lease requested resources (that are not able to provide) from the cloud federation
at 70% (Xˆj = 0.7) of its price in markets (Rj(t)). These costs may be formulated as:
Leasing Costs =
m(t)∑
j=1
(Rj(t)×Xj(t)× Xˆj) (8.10)
where:
Rj(t): Economical revenue for attending Vj in [USD];
Xj(t) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Vj is allocated for execution on a PM (Xj(t) = 1) or
not (Xj(t) = 0) at instant t;
Xˆj : Indicates if Vj is allocated on the main provider (Xˆj = 0) or
on an alternative datacenter of the cloud federation (Xˆj = 0.7);
m(t): Number of VMs at each discrete time t, where 1 ≤ m(t) ≤ mmax.
It is important to note that Xˆj is not a function of time. The decision of locating a VM
Vj on a federated provider is considered only in the placement process, with no possible
migrations between providers. The value of Xˆj depends on the agreement celebrated
between federated providers.
Additionally, overbooked resources may inccur in unsatisfied demand of resources at
some periods of time, causing QoS degradation, and consequently SLA violations with
economical penalties. This economical penalties should be minimized for an economical
revenue maximization.
Based on the workload independent QoS metric presented in [6], formalized in SLAs, this
work presents Equation (8.11) to represent total economical penalties for SLA violations,
defined as the sum of the total proportional penalties costs for unsatisfied demand of
resources.
Economical Penalties =
m(t)∑
j=1
[ r∑
q=1
(Rrq,j(t)×∆rq,j(t)×Xj(t)
]
(8.11)
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where:
r: Number of considered resources. In this work 3 (CPU, RAM memory
and network capacity);
Rrq,j(t): Economical revenue for attending V rq,j ;
∆rq,j(t): Ratio of unsatisfied resources of the resource q at instant t;
Xj(t) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Vj is allocated for execution on a PM (Xj(t) = 1) or
not (Xj(t) = 0) at instant t;
m(t): Number of VMs at each discrete time t, where 1 ≤ m(t) ≤ mmax.
In this work, the maximization of the total economical revenue that a provider receives
for attending the requirements of its customers is achieved by minimizing the total
costs of leasing resources from alternative datacenters of the cloud federation as well as
minimizing the total economical penalties from SLA violations.
f2(x, t) = Leasing Costs + Economical Penalties (8.12)
where:
f2(x, t): Total economical expenditure of the main IaaS provider at instant t.
8.5.3 Resources Utilization Maximization
An efficient utilization of resources is a relevant management challenge to be addressed by
IaaS providers. This work proposes the resource utilization maximization by minimizing
the average ratio of wasted resources on each PM Hi (i.e. resources that are not allocated
to any VM Vj). This objective function is formulated in Equation (8.13).
f3(x, t) =
∑n
i=1
[
1−
(∑r
k=1 Urk,i(t)
r
)]
× Yi(t)∑n
i=1 Yi(t)
(8.13)
where:
f3(x, t): Average ratio of wasted resources;
Urk,i(t): Utilization ratio of resource r (any resource) by Hi at instant t;
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r: Number of considered resources. In this work 3 (CPU,
RAM memory and network capacity);
Yi(t) ∈ {0, 1}: Indicates if Hi is turned on (Yi(t) = 1) or not (Yi(t) = 0) at instant.
8.5.4 Reconfiguration Time Minimization
Performance degradation may occur when migrating VMs between PMs [5]. Logically,
it is desirable to keep the time of placement reconfiguration by migration of VMs to the
minimum possible. As explained in [5], the time that a VM takes to be migrated from
one PM to another could be estimated as the ratio between the total amount of RAM
memory to be migrated and the capacity of the network channel.
In this work, once a placement reconfiguration is triggered, all VM migrations are per-
formed concurrently through a management network deployed exclusively for these type
of actions, increasing 10% of CPU utilization in VMs being migrated. Consequently,
the reconfiguration time minimization could be achieved by minimizing the maximum
amount of memory to be migrated from one PM Hi to another H
′
i (i 6= i′).
Equation (8.14) is proposed to minimize the maximum amount of RAM memory that
must be migrated between PMs at instant t.
f4(x, t) = max(MTi,i′) ∀i, i′ ∈ {1, . . . , n} (8.14)
where:
f4(x, t): Network traffic overhead for VM migrations at instant t;
MTi,i′ : Total amount of RAM memory to be migrated from PM Hi to H
′
i.
It should be noted that there are several possible approaches to estimate the migration
overhead, as presented in [29].
The following section summarizes the main considerations taken into account to combine
the four presented objective functions into a single objective.
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8.6 Normalization and Scalarization Methods
Given that many objective functions lead to a considerable number of non-dominated
solutions and analyzing all of them may consume a large amount of time, a single value
that represents a possible solution may greatly decrease the comparison time between
solutions, thus increasing the overall solution technique’s performance.
Considering the experimental results presented in [14] which supports the resolution
of Multi-objective VMP considering a Mono-Objective approach using a scalarization
method, each objective function considered as a minimization problem must be norma-
lized to be comparable and combinable into a single objective.
This work normalizes each objective function cost by calculating fˆi(x, t) ∈ R, where
0 ≤ fˆi(x, t) ≤ 1, using Equation (8.15).
fˆi(x, t) =
fi(x, t)− fi(x, t)min
fi(x, t)max − fi(x, t)min (8.15)
where:
fˆi(x, t): Normalized cost of objective function fi(x, t) at instant t;
fi(x, t): Cost of objective function fi(x, t);
fi(x, t)min: Minimum possible cost for fi(x, t);
fi(x, t)max: Maximum possible cost for fi(x, t).
This work explores different methods that could be applied to a multi-objective opti-
mization to consolidate its normalized objective function into a single comparable value
which experimentally yields better results than other alternatives [14]. This work refers
to consolidation methods as scalarization methods (SM).
The utilization of the SMs to compare solutions is explained in Sub-Section 8.6.1. The
three scalarization methods (F (x, t)) considered in this work are: (i) Weighted Sum
(WS), (ii) Euclidean distance (ED) and (iii) Chebyshev distance (CD). Detailed SM
information is presented in Chapter 10.
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8.6.1 Scenario-based Uncertainty Modeling
Since this work has required several uncertainty factors to be present in the workload
traces. In the second part of this work, uncertainty is modeled through a finite set of
well-defined scenarios S [1], where the following uncertain parameters are considered:
• virtual resources capacities (vertical elasticity);
• number of VMs that compose cloud services (horizontal elasticity);
• utilization of CPU and RAM virtual resources (relevant for overbooking);
• utilization of networking virtual resources (relevant for overbooking).
In order to compare solutions, a representative value per solution must be found taking
into consideration the performance of said solution in all of the proposed scenarios.
For each scenario s ∈ S, an average value of the OF’s scalarized values F (x, t) is calcu-
lated as:
fs(x, t) =
∑tmax
t=1 F (x, t)
tmax
(8.16)
where:
fs(x, t): The average objective function cost for all discrete time instants t
in scenario s ∈ S;
F (x, t): The scalarized value of the Objective Function values at instant t
tmax: The duration of a scenario in discrete time instants.
As previously described, when parameters are uncertain, it is important to find solutions
which considers every scenario s ∈ S. This is achieved by finding the average value of
the performance of a solution in every scenario, as defined next in (8.17).
F (x, t) =
∑|S|
s=1 fs(x, t)
|S| (8.17)
where:
F (x, t): Average fs(x, t) of a solution for all scenarios s ∈ S;
|S|: Indicates the cardinality of S.
Chapter 9
Cloud Workload Trace Generator
In order to provide controlled environments for the proposed experiments, a workload
trace that simulates the behaviour of real dynamic resource requests is essential. Con-
sidering there is no widely known benchmark for the VMP problem, a Cloud Workload
Trace Generator (CWTG) is developed based on the work presented by Ortigoza et al.
in [25].
The CWTG considers the resources modelled in the formulation of the problem (Chap-
ter 8), the uncertainty factors (Sub-Section 8.6.1), the different patterns that resource
requests can follow in real implementations of datacenters and real configuration of PMs
used by IaaS providers (i.e. AWS Instances).
This work proposes to represent a workload trace as a list of VM snapshots. This snap-
shot list contains a representation of a VM that belongs to a service, this representation
contains the detailed list of resources requested by the VM as well as the utilization
rates of said resources that change over time.
The VM snapshot list simulates the request types like cloud service creation, scaling up
or down of VM resources, cloud service scaling in or out and cloud service destruction.
Therefore, the dynamic usage and the uncertainty factors like elasticity and overbooking
are well represented in the resulting workload trace.
The CWTG is available online for research purposes 1.
1http://github.com/DynamicVMP/workload-trace-generator
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9.1 Input Data
The generator takes three sets of parameters as input, the general simulation parameters,
the elasticity parameters and the overbooking parameters.
The general simulation parameters establish the runtime of the simulation, the number
of datacenters, the number of services and VMs per service, it also indicates the PM
instance types to be used in the simulation. The elasticity parameters are used to
simulate the amount of VMs requested by a service at each time. The overbooking
parameters are used to simulate the amount of resources requested by a VM and the
utilization of said resources.
The generator implements two PDFs to simulate uncertainty, the Uniform and the Pois-
son functions. It is important to mention that the generator can be extended in order
to support more distribution functions.
Table 9.1: CTWG Input example
Parameter Description Input Data
1. Environment
No Elasticity
No Overbooking
2. Workload Trace Duration [t] 10
3. Number of Cloud Datacenters 1
4. Number of Cloud Services 2
5. Number of VMs per Service 5
7. Instance Types List of a single instance type
6. Horizontal Elasticity Uniform(5, 5)
7. Vertical Elasticity Uniform(1, 1)
8. Server Resources Uniform(100, 100)
9. Network Resources Uniform(100, 100)
The parameters in Table 9.1 will produce a workload trace that lasts 10 units of time,
simulating a single datacenter with at most 2 services running simultaneously with no
more than 3 VMs per Service. The environment selected for the trace indicates that no
elasticity nor overbooking must be considered as an uncertainty factors.
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The number of VMs per service follow a Uniform distribution function with the same
minimum and maximum values, this way a constant number is ensured to be chosen.
The other uncertainty factors also use Uniform distribution functions that will generate
a VMs with a static amount of resource requested and a constant utilization of all of it
resources.
9.2 Workload Trace Generation Process
Basically, the CWTG simulation process follows the pseudo-code shown in Algorithm
6, it initializes all the services setting the starting and an ending time for each. For
each unit of time, it retrieves the list of services that are alive at the specific time
unit, as visible in line 3. It iterates over the list of living services from line 4 to 5,
generating a number of VMs that the service will require at the specific time considering
the horizontal elasticity function as seen in line 5. It generates the VM requests for the
each living service in line 6, this is explained in more detail in Algorithm 7. Finally, it
prints the snapshots of the each VM request according off all the services ordered by the
unit time in which they were on.
Algorithm 6: CTWG Algorithm
Data: Simulation parameters (see Section 9.1)
Result: A Workload Trace
1 serviceList = initializeAllServices();
2 foreach T between the startTime and the endTime do
3 livingServiceList = GetAllLivingServicesAtTime(serviceList, t);
4 foreach livingService in livingServiceList do
5 vmQuantity = GetVmQuantityFromHorizontalElastFunc();
6 GenerateVmsForService(livingService, vmQuantity, t)
7 end
8 end
9 print the simulated serviceList and their VMs;
The generation of VM requests for a specific service at a discrete time t is explained
in Algorithm 7. In general terms, the generation of VM requests is done by counting
how many VM requests the service currently has, removing by setting and end time to
randomly selected VM requests if the number of actual associated requests exceeds the
number of intended VM requests that the service should have at the discrete time t or
creating new requests with a starting time t if the number is actual number of VMs
is smaller than the intended number, visible in the loops from line 1 to 3 and 4 to 6
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respectively. Finally, the number of VMs that are on at the discrete time t are iterated
over and snapshots are added to them representing their state at said unit time t. The
snapshot created contains the current instance type and the current resource utilization
rates simulated using the vertical elasticity and the overbooking distribution functions.
Algorithm 7: Generate VMs for a Service
Data: Service, VmQuantity, CurrentTime
1 while getLivingVmCount(Service) >VmQuantity do
2 choose a random VM from the Service and mark it as finished;
3 end
4 while getLivingVmCount(Service) <VmQuantity do
5 create a newVm and add it to the VM list of the Service;
6 end
7 livingV mList = GetAllLivingVmsAtTime(Service, CurrentT ime);
8 foreach livingVm in livingVmList do
9 creates a snapshot of the state of time CurrentT ime of the livingV m;
10 end
9.3 Output Data
The output data of the Cloud Workload Trace Generator represents the workload of a
dynamic environment. This workload is represented by comma separated values (CSV)
file. The output of a simple test environment (See Table 9.1) with no Elasticity nor
Overbooking will be used as an example. In the generated trace (See Table 9.2), three
VMs can be identified, V000 (bj = 0, ci and Vj = 0), V001 (bj = 0, ci = 0 and Vj = 1)
and V002 (bj = 0, ci = 0 and Vj = 2). Since horizontal elasticity is not considered all the
VMs are associated to the same service - datacenter pair (b0 - c0) and they are created
(t = 1) and destroyed (t = 9) all at the same time.
Table 9.2: Workload example for the VMP problem considering a No Elasticity, No
Overbooking environment
t bj cj vj cpu ram net ucpu uram unet rcpu rram rnet tinit tend
0 0 0 0 6 8 450 100 100 100 0.065 0.016 0.179 0 1
0 0 0 1 3 75 500 100 100 100 0.065 0.016 0.179 0 1
0 0 0 2 6 8 450 100 100 100 0.065 0.016 0.179 0 1
1 0 0 0 6 8 450 100 100 100 0.065 0.016 0.179 0 1
1 0 0 1 3 75 500 100 100 100 0.065 0.016 0.179 0 1
1 0 0 2 6 8 450 100 100 100 0.065 0.016 0.179 0 1
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Furthermore, the resources requested by the VMs remain the same throughout the
workload trace since vertical elasticity is not considered. If the vertical elasticity was
included in the simulation parameters, the amount of resources allocated for a VM would
change, this is represented by a change on the instance type associated to a VM at a
specific time t.
The utilization of resources by the VMs is not dynamic and stays at a constant value of
a 100% following the exclusion of the overbooking uncertainty parameter for both server
and network resources. In case the overbooking factor is considered, the utilization
ratios will change over time.
Chapter 10
Part II - Evaluated Algorithms
In order to analyze the most suitable alternatives to solve the formulated VMP problem
(see Chapter 8), an experimental evaluation of three scalarization methods for the iVMP
and VMPr phases was performed.
The evaluated scalarization methods are the Weighted Sum method (WS) [21], the
distance to origin by the Euclidean method (ED) [9] and the distance to origin by the
Chebyshev method (CD) [9].
As part of the experiment, the Best Fit Decreasing (BFD) algorithm was used in the
iVMP phase. a MA based on the one proposed by Ihara et al. in [14] is considered for
an offline resolution of the formulated VMP problem. Both algorithms were presented
in Chapter 4.
The following is a list detailing the SMs considered in the experiments:
10.1 Weighted Sum Method
minf(x, t) =
q∑
i=1
fˆi(x, t)× wi (10.1)
where:
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f(x, t): Combined costs of the objective functions fi(x, t) at instant t;
fˆi(x, t): Normalized cost of objective function fi(x, t) at instant t;
wi: Weight of importance associated to fi(x, t);
q: Number of objective functions. In this case 4.
In this work, the weight values wi associated to each objective function fi(x) are equiva-
lent values in the range of (0, 1) and the sum of the weight values must be 1. Considering
the four objective functions presented in Section 8.5, the weight value for each OF will
be 0.25.
10.2 Minimum Distance to Origin: Euclidean Method
minf(x, t) =
√√√√ q∑
i=1
∣∣∣fˆi(x, t)− ˆfiopt(x, t)∣∣∣2 (10.2)
Considering ˆfiotp(x, t) to be the optimal value of the normalized objective function cost
fˆi(x, t) at a specific time t, then its value would be 0 taking into account the minimization
context of this article. Consequently, the eq. (10.2) can be reduced to:
minf(x, t) =
√√√√ q∑
i=1
∣∣∣fˆi(x)∣∣∣2 (10.3)
where:
f(x, t): Combined costs of the objective functions fi(x, t) at instant t;
fˆi(x, t): Normalized cost of objective function fi(x, t) at instant t;
q: Number of objective functions. In this case 4.
10.3 Minimum Distance to Origin: Chebyshev Method
minf(x, t) = max
(∣∣fˆi(x, t)− ˆfiopt(x, t)∣∣) ∀i ∈ Q (10.4)
Considering ˆfiotp(x, t) to be the optimal value of the normalized objective function cost
fˆi(x, t), then the equation (10.4) can be reduced to:
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minf(x, t) = max
(∣∣fˆi(x, t)|) ∀i ∈ Q (10.5)
where:
f(x, t): Combined costs of the objective functions fi(x, t) at instant t;
fˆi(x, t): Normalized cost of objective function fi(x, t);
Q: Objective function set. In this case with a size of 4.
Chapter 11
Part II - Experimental Results
11.1 Experimental Environment
All evaluated algorithms were implemented using the Java programming language. The
source code is available online1, as well as all the considered experimental inputs and out-
puts. Experiments were performed on a GNU Linux System with an Intel(R) Xeon(R)
E5530 at 2.40 GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM.
Physical resources (matrix H (8.1)) represent an heterogeneous IaaS cloud, considering
four physical machine types (i) Small (S), (ii) Medium (M), (iii) Large (L) and (iv)
Extra Large (XL), shown in Table 11.1.
Table 11.1: Considered Physical Machine Types
Resource
Type CPU (ECU) RAM (GB) Network Capacity (Mbps) pmax (W)
Small (S) 32 128 1000 800
Medium (M) 64 256 1000 1000
Large (L) 256 512 1000 3000
XLarge (XL) 512 1024 20000 5000
Taking into account that the considered VMP problem formulation is evaluated un-
der uncertainty considering a scenario-based modeling approach, experimental workload
traces were carefully designed for the performed experiments. The CWTG proposed
1https://github.com/DynamicVMP/dynamic-vmp-framework
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in Chapter 9 is implemented to produce workload traces that simulate the uncertainty
factors required by the formulation.
This work defines two CPU load scenarios by limiting the number of PMs assigned
to each datacenter, therefore using the same workload trace with a very large set of
resources and a constrained set of resources in order to simulate load scenarios. The low
CPU load scenario considered 50 S, M and L PM types as well as 30 XL, while the
high CPU load scenario considered 20 S and M PM types as well as 15 L and 8 XL
PM types respectively.
To generate the traces utilized in the experiments, a combination of two different proba-
bility distribution functions were considered with different arguments each. A Uniform
PDF and a Poisson PDF. Considering four parameters with two different distribution
functions each, the total number of scenarios generated reaches 16; Since the distribution
functions are not deterministic, the generator was executed with the same combination of
parameters and arguments three times yielding a number of 48 scenarios. The different
workload traces were considered and evaluated with the 2 defined CPU load scenarios
previously described, totalling 96 different generated scenarios. Each experiment was
executed ten times per scenario and the average results are presented in the next sec-
tion. The following sections summarize the main findings in the performed experimental
evaluation. All parameters considered for generating the experimental workload traces
are presented in Table 11.2.
Table 11.2: Considered Data for Generated Experimental Workload Traces
Parameter Description Input Data
1. Environment
Overbooking (Server and Network resources)
Elasticity (Vertical and Horizontal)
2. Workload Trace Duration [t] 1000
3. Number of Cloud Datacenters 1
4. Number of Cloud Services 100
5. Number of VMs per Service 10
6. Horizontal Elasticity Uniform(0,10) & Poisson(λ=7)
7. Vertical Elasticity Uniform(0,10) & Poisson(λ=5)
8. Server Resources Uniform(0,100) & Poisson(λ=70)
9. Network Resources Uniform(0,100) & Poisson(λ=70)
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11.2 Experiment: Scalarization Methods
The main goal of this experiment is to answer the following question: is there any
preferable scalarization method for solving the two-phase formulation of provider-oriented
VMP problems?
To answer the above mentioned question, each considered objective function is evaluated
in a pure multi-objective context, as next described. Taking into account the findings
described in [2], this experiment was performed considering only BFD online heuristic
with a protection factor of λk = 0.75. Additionally to the average evaluation criteria
presented in Equation (8.17), each objective function cost was independently evaluated
in a pure multi-objective context considering Pareto dominance and preference compa-
rison method [30]. Experiment results are summarized in Table 11.3 and MFs can be
enunciated as:
Table 11.3: Average objective function costs of the evaluated scalarization methods
considering the BFD online heuristic with a protection factor of λk = 0.75.
CPU Load
OF Algorithm Protection Factor SM Low High
f1(x, t) BFD λ = 0.75
WS 68246 41407
ED 68026 41144
CD 70571 43448
f2(x, t) BFD λ = 0.75
WS 287696 314213
ED 289247 315657
CD 288298 307588
f3(x, t) BFD λ = 0.75
WS 0.539 0.460
ED 0.525 0.466
CD 0.529 0.472
MF7: All evaluated scalarization methods obtained Pareto optimal solutions, conside-
ring the Pareto dominance relation.
When evaluating each of the obtained solutions with different scalarization method
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(i.e. WS, ED and CS) in a multi-objective context, all the alternatives obtained non-
dominated solutions therefore the utilization of any of the evaluated scalarization meth-
ods is reasonably good. Consequently, a more fine-grained evaluation was performed by
considering a preference relation between non-dominated solutions. A solution is defined
as preferred to another when it is better in more objective functions [21].
MF8: The minimum Euclidean distance to origin is preferable to the Weighted Sum and
the Chebyshev distance to origin as the scalarization method of the proposed two-phase
VMP problem.
The Euclidean distance to origin can be singled out as the scalarization method that
produces in average the best results for the three analyzed objective functions in both
Low and High CPU load scenarios. This would suggest that using this method is rec-
ommended to achieve a good performance in all of the considered OFs of the problem’s
formulation.
MF9: The minimum Euclidean distance to origin is suggested to optimize the Power
Consumption OF considering the results in the two CPU load scenarios analyzed.
Experimental results also indicate that the minimum Euclidean distance obtained the
best values of the power consumption objective function (f1(x, t)) in both evaluated
CPU load scenarios, as can be seen in Table 11.3.
Chapter 12
Part II - Conclusion and Future
Work
The second part of this work proposed an experimental evaluation of three scalarization
methods developed (Objective 4, published in [2]) in order to find the most suitable to
be part of the two-phase optimization scheme for VMP problems in federated-clouds con-
sidering many objective functions, elasticity and overbooking (Objective 5, published
in [2]).
Due to the randomness of customer requests, the VMP problem were evaluated un-
der uncertainty, considering different uncertain parameters. Said uncertain parameters
were modeled through workload traces used as input of the formulation. To create the
workload traces, a Cloud Workload Trace Generator was proposed and implemented
(Objective 3, published in [2]).
The main findings indicate that all of the studied scalarization methods perform reason-
ably good when compared with each other given that all of them obtained non-dominated
solutions considering a Pareto dominance relation.
A more detailed analysis shows that the Euclidean distance to origin is preferable over
the other studied scalarization methods given that in average its utilization yields better
solutions. Given the considered power consumption objective function, it can be said
that the Euclidean distance to origin is recommended to ensure the best values of the
objective function in any CPU load scenario.
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Several future work were identified. First, a formulation of a VMP problem considering
a dynamic set of PMs H(t), to consider PM crashes, maintenance or even deployment of
new generation hardware. Considering VMP formulations with more sophisticated cloud
federation approaches is also left as a future work. Also, an experimental evaluation of
alternative scalarization methods as part of the two-phase formulation is proposed as a
future work.
In order to generate more realistic workload traces, other distribution functions can be
implemented as part of the CWTG, as well as a mechanism to switch between distribu-
tion functions in the same workload trace generation.
Additionally, an extended experimental evaluation of different parameters of the pro-
posed VMP formulation should be considered. Experimenting with geo-distributed dat-
acenters is left as future work. Finally, implementing the evaluated algorithms in real-
world IaaS middlewares (e.g. OpenStack) in order to perform an evaluation in real-world
cloud computing datacenters supporting real-world applications.
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